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PREFACE 
Crystal Symmetries is a timely account of the progress in the most diverse fields ofcrystallography. 
It presents a broad overview of the theory of symmetry and contains tate-of-the-art reports of 
its modern directions and applications to crystal physics and crystal properties. Geometry takes 
a special place in this treatise. Structural aspects of phase transitions, correlation of structure and 
properties, polytypism, modulated structures and other topics are discussed. Applications of 
important echniques, uch as X-ray crystallography, biophysical studies, EPR spectroscopy, 
crystal optics and nuclear solid state physics, are represented. 
The volume is also homage to the great Soviet scientist Aleksei Vasilevich S ubnikov 
(1887-1970). Shubnikov's name signifies a whole era in the development of crystallography and 
a series of related branches of solid state physics. He was among the first scientists who initiated 
the practical applications of the results in this field beyond recognizing its importance in 
fundamental research. 
This volume is an outgrowth of a recent international symposium on crystal symmetries held 
in Moscow, 7-9 April 1987, honoring the Shubnikov Centennial. The present collection, while 
retaining much of the original motivation and flavor of the symposium, is not a proceedings of 
the meeting. Many of the original ecturers contributed, and so have others, aiming at a fuller 
representation f the fields related to Shubnikov's activities and to modern topics in crystal 
symmetries. 
In order to emphasize the timeliness of Shubnikov's activities and also to enhance their 
accessibility, we d cided to reproduce three brief papers representing three important directions in 
his research. The first of these, entitled "On the works of Pierre Curie on symmetry" was originally 
published in Russian in 1956 in the journal Uspekhifizicheskikh nauk and appears here in English 
for the first time. This paper demonstrates it author's creative approach to the ideas of one of 
the most outstanding scientists of the nineteenth century and how it led to entirely new conclusions 
and ideas. The other two papers are from Kristallografiya nd are reproduced here from its English 
version Soviet Physics Crystallography with the kind permission of the American Institute of 
Physics. The article "Symmetry of similarity" appeared in 1960 as a preliminary communication 
and is a typical Shubnikov paper both for its content and style. The article "Antisymmetry of
textures" from 1958 has added importance today in connection with the discovery of high- 
temperature Superconductivity in ceramic materials and the investigation of liquid crystals; there 
is a revival of interest towards textures, their symmetry, structure and properties. In the reproduced 
version of this paper corrections are incorporated which had been introduced by Shubnikov himself 
after the publication of the article. 
Our work as editors has benefited from the most diverse but uniformly enthusiastic assistance 
by many, from the initiation and organization f the symposium to the technical preparation of 
this volume. Only a fraction of the names of those involved are listed here with our deepest thanks 
and appreciation: N. V. Belugina, M. A. Chernisheva, L. A. Feigin, M. Hargittai, M. Kalicza, 
Yu. G. Magakova, L. I. Man, D. Nagy, V. V. Udalova, J. Vinkler. 
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Portrait painted by his daughter, the late V. A. Shubnikova. 
Poster of the Shubnikov Centennial Meeting and Professor V. A. Koptsik, coauthor of: 
A. V. Shubnikov and V. A. Koptsik, Symmetry in Science and Art 
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